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Construction of electrical
installations
Our Clients are well aware of the risks related with undertaking investments when executing costsaving projects. As a result, they look for solutions which will ensure them a guaranteed return on
investment. Therefore, since 2016, Luxon has started developing services of electrical installation
construction. Today, we provide comprehensive services as part of the implemented projects
ensuring safety, comfort and quality.

Why us?
SAFETY.
Electrical construction services in Luxon LED – this means qualified specialists who can handle even
the most difficult installations, whether it’s performed at the height of 16 metres in a power plant or
on active facilities. In relation to this, we maintain the highest standards of OHS in order to guarantee
uninterrupted operation of a production plant. Safety of our crew and the Client’s employees is our
priority.

COMFORT.
Each project is supervised by an electrical work coordinator designated by Luxon. We start the
supervision over the investment from preparing a design documentation, through periodic
acceptance and verification of works performed by our crews, to the acceptance protocol and as-built
documentation. When commissioning work to Luxon, the Client has a guarantee that the savings will
be achieved in a timely manner. In turn, the Luxon service support guarantees that the cost-saving
will be uninterrupted throughout the entire warranty period.

QUALITY.
The expertise and experience of our contractors and electrical work coordinator is the basis of the
quality offered. We rely on branded components of European companies which meet European
standards and are certified for the given work conditions as part of a given project.
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Benefits
Benefits of relying on our services

Comprehensiveness
We offer a wide range of electrical construction services, from the preparation
of a documentation, through the lighting installation, PV and even replacement
of wiring and electrical cabinets in the entire facility.

Service Support
The basic packages covers annual checks and intervention electrical works.
The full package includes repairs of particular lighting fixtures or damaged PV
panels within 24 hours after reporting a defect, 7 days a week

Coordination
We offer a dedicated project coordinator who supervises the progress of
investment. Coordination is based on a work schedule approved by the Client,
thanks to this, the investor knows the entire process of the installation even
before the investment starts.

One partner
The Client executes the entire project in cooperation with one company.
Thanks to this solution, the Client saves time in processing the execution
formally and has one company responsible for the entire work process from A
to Z.

Control
Luxon LED is responsible for the supervision and work process related to the
investment. Thanks to the cooperation with authorised electrical construction
companies, we have full control over the safety, quality and time of the work
performed by our crew.
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Six steps towards a tailor-made
installation
1. Audit
Discussion on the client’s needs and the scope of works. We check
the characteristics of a given facility, the condition of the electrical installation and we collect all the
pre-implementation documentation.

2. Selection of a Partner
From among the available contracting companies from Central and Western Europe we select a
contractor considering the geography, human resources, readiness to operate, and experience in order
to meet all the criteria and needs of our Client.

3. Design of the installation works
The electrical installation coordinator from our
company will prepare the investment for
execution ensuring a delivery schedule and
work schedule as well as full design and
employee documentation.

4. Installation and coordination
Works in a facility are performed in accordance
with the concept agreed with the investor, at
the same time fulfilling all safety rules. Within
the dates set together with the investor, we
conduct a quality control of the stages completed, documented in a report.

5. Documentation
After accepting and measuring the lighting, we provide the investor with protocols on the completion
of works and prepare an as-built documentation.

6. Service support
We offer service support throughout the entire period of use, we conduct maintenance of the fixtures
along with regular cleaning, periodical measurements of lighting, photovoltaic installation, we verify
switchboards and the condition of the installations ensuring quick response time to the service
notifications, even in the 24/7 mode.
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Examples of our projects

Become our partner!
Are you a contractor? Do you identify with our process of electrical installation construction? If you
answered both questions with yes, then we would like to invite you to contact us and join our
authorised partners! Get in touch with us

Contact us
contractors@luxonled.eu

From the moment of learning about
the offer and technology, we were
convinced that one company, which
produces its own products in Europe,
takes us through the entire process.

The entire lighting installation
project lasted around a month. Luxon
singled out with efficient installation
works which did not interrupt our
technological processes..

Henning Strepkowski

Roman Budny

Head of safety and maintenance

Distribution Supervisor, Geberit

Theyson Formenbau
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Submit form on our website
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Contact:

Company Info:

+48 71 733 60 50

Kwiatowa 45, Krępice, Poland

office@luxon.pl

Santander Bank Polska: 95 1090 2398 0000 0001 4263 2589

https://luxonled.eu/

NIP: 8942513867, REGON: 932025487, KRS: 0000138301

